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The R language and environment for statistical computing and graphics has be-
come the de facto standard for most of professional statisticians. Some robust
methodology has been part of S, the precursor of R, since the 1980s. Further,
in 2006, a considerable group of research experts in robust statistics had decided to
join forces creating a dedicated R package providing the most basic and important
robust methodology, notably covering Maronna et al. (2006), and the R package
robustbase ((?)) was created. Not much later, when CRAN task views (CTV)
were initiated as a human expert guides to the exponentially growing CRAN R
packages, the “Robust” CTV ((?)) was created and listed dozens of R packages
already in 2007 and has been listing 50 packages since the end of 2014.

Our presentation will emphasize on use-cases of regression methods — in our ex-
perience used for roughly 90% of all data analysis — and also use the fit.models

package to compare classical (least squares) and robust model fits. We will look at
some generalizations of linear models—nonlinear, mixed effects, generalize additive
models (gam— and explore how easily (or not) using robust R functions can be
used instead of or in addition to classical methods.
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